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Description
Phosphate free coffee machine cleaning powder for daily cleaning of a broad 
range of traditional espresso machines. Use for back flushing traditional espresso 
machines, soaking coffee and espresso machine parts, and cleaning coffee 
brewers.

Benefits
•	 Concentrated formula eliminates coffee residue in group heads and valves 

with a balance of foam and solubility for optimal rinsing.
•	 Ingredients are phosphate free, odorless and biodegradable: jar is fully 

recyclable.

Use instructions 
Commercial espresso machines
Back flush (each group head)
1. Insert blind filter and add up to 1/2 teaspoon (3g) of Suma Café Powder.   
 Insert portafilter into group head.
2. Activate brew cycle for 10 seconds. Stop 10 seconds. Repeat 5 times.
3. Remove portafilter, rinse blind filter and reinsert. Repeat step (2) without   
 Suma Café  Powder to rinse.
4. Make and discard a shot of espresso to ensure no residue remains.

Soak
1. Soak filters and metal portion of portafilter (do not submerge plastic   
 handle) for 30 minutes in 1 teaspoon (6 g) of Suma Café Powder per 1 liter  
 of hot water. 
2. Rinse with potable water.

Coffee brewers
1. Empty coffee from equipment and sprinkle 1/2 teaspoon (3g) of  
 Suma Café Powder per 2 liters of brewer capacity directly into brew basket.
2. Run a full brew cycle into vessel. Hold for 30 minutes.
3. Rinse with clean hot water.

Tip: Wet cloth with a Suma Café Powder solution and wipe spray heads, then 
wipe clean with water. Caution: Spray heads may be very hot.

Suma Café Powder 
Espresso and coffee machine cleaning powder



Technical data

Appearance: white powder 

pH value (10g/L):  10.4 – 11.0

These figures are typical values and should not be interpreted as specifications.

Safe handling and storage information
Full guidance on the handling and disposal of this product is provided in a separate Material Safety Data Sheet. 
Store in original container. Avoid extreme temperatures and exposure to sunlight.

Product compatibility
Under recommended conditions of use, Suma Café Powder is suitable for use on stainless steel materials 
commonly encountered in the kitchen.  Do not use on aluminum.

Certifications
This product carries Kosher, Halal and NSF certifications.
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